To locate a video clip in large collections is very important for retrieval applications, especially for digital rights management. In this paper, we present a novel technique for automatic identification of digital video. This new algorithm is based on dynamic programming that fully uses the temporal dimension to measure the similarity between two video sequences. A normalized chromaticity histogram is used as a feature which is illumination-invariant. Dynamic programming is applied on shotlevel to find the optimal nonlinear mapping between video sequences. Two new normalized distance measures are presented for video sequence matching. One measure is based on the normalization of the optimal path found by dynamic programming. The other measure combines both the visual features and the temporal information. Experimental results show that the shot-level approach is robust to frame rate conversion, color correction, and compressions. The proposed distance measures are suitable for variable-length comparisons.
INTRODUCTION
Content analysis of video is to extract meaningful information such that efficient classification, indexing, retrieval, and filtering are possible. One crucial step for such tasks is to define a similarity/dissimilarity measure between two video sequences.
The common techniques rely on key-frames since classical methods developed in content based image retrieval can be applied on these still-frames. In [1] , a fast video signature based on randomized algorithms is proposed to approximate the video similarity defined as the percentage of clusters of similar frames shared between two video sequences. In [2] , block-based minimum variances are used to create video hash values. However, temporal information is ignored in both of the above methods. A template-frequency model which makes uses of the temporal dimension is proposed in [3] . Another similarity measure between shots is developed by using dominant color histograms and spatial structure histograms [4] . In [5] , the similarity between the query image and the video is defined as the distance between the query point and the linearly interpolated feature line. However, it is observed that video similarity measure is essentially a multiple-to-multiple matching process. For example, the query is not necessarily one key-frame or one shot. A query containing multiple frames or even multiple shots is also possible. One of the few research works that consider such a scenario is presented in [1] . However, the sequences are not treated as ordered sets since the frames are randomly sampled from video sequences. Therefore, the algorithm does not distinguish two sequences such as "AABBCC" and "CCBBAA". Also, if the video database contains many similar video sequences, the method proposed in [1] might not have enough discrimination abilities. Examples include sports video such as soccer video and football video. Note that key-frame based methods are not suitable for such query tasks since most of the scenes in those videos are very similar. Some other applications, such as digital rights management, also require quick identification of nearly the same content. Therefore, it is often necessary to incorporate order and temporal information. The desirable distance should be a proximity measure between two ordered sets.
In this paper, we present a shot-level video similarity measure based on dynamic programming. Note the temporal information such as shot durations is not affected by frame rate conversion or illumination changes. The proposed method can be used to locate and identify a video sequence in large collections. Unlike the technique in [6] [7] , where a frame-level dynamic programming is used to deal with frame misalignment, our new method uses shotlevel dynamic programming, where shot sequences are created in an illumination-invariant color space by clustering video frames in independent component analysis (ICA) subspace. In addition, two new normalized distances are introduced to calculate the dissimilarity. Optimal path is found by dynamic programming.
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VIDEO SIMILARITY MODEL
There is a growing concern about the digital video piracy. Due to its digital nature, the content with almost the same quality can be easily copied, edited, transformed, and distributed. Finding a specific video among large collections is very important for digital rights management applications as well as the similarity-based video retrievals. For example, a movie clip may be edited and converted to another file. Many specific attributes, such as frame rate, compression format, aspect ratio, color correction scheme, might have changed. During video editing, some inappropriate shots could be deleted and commercial breaks could be inserted. However, from human perception, we still regard them as the same content. Thus, in order to identify a specific video, an efficient video similarity method is required to identify the same content. Most existing similarity models are not suitable for such tasks since they either ignore the temporal dimension, or simplify the query model. In the presented method, new video similarity models based on dynamic programming are developed. We integrate both visual features and shot durations into dynamic programming framework, allowing variable-length comparison and partial matching.
Shot Detection
The first step is to segment a video into a shot sequences using a method in our previous work [8] , where illumination-invariant chromaticity histograms are used as raw features and an ICA based method is used to convert the 256-dimensional raw feature subspace into a two dimensional feature space, in which a dynamic clustering algorithm is employed to cluster video frames into shots.
Shot-level Feature Extraction
The normalized chromaticity histogram is selected as a shot-level visual feature. The illumination-invariant normalized chromaticity (r, g) [9] 
is defined as: r=R/(R+G+B), g=G/(R+G+B).
Histograms with 256 bins are generated in the normalized chromaticity color space for each frame of the video. During implementation, only r component is used for simplicity. Each shot is represented by a feature vector which is the mean vector of all video frames within the same shot. A shot sequence is then a 
Similarity Model
be a reference shot sequence of
be a test shot sequence of length N T . In general, the number of shots in R is not equal to the number of shots in T, i.e. 
) for R and T respectively. The pair of alignment functions forms an ordered set which is defined as a path [10] . The overall cost D is defined as:
where N p is the total length of the path and 
The dynamic programming can be employed for shot sequence comparison since the cost is additive, i.e., according to Bellman's optimality principle, we have the following recursive equation:
Constraints including global constraints, local constraints, and end point constraints are given as:
The constraints defined above guarantee the alignment paths are monotonically non-decreasing.
Normalized Distance Measure
The overall cost D can be used to measure the distance or dissimilarity between two video sequences. A desirable property for such a measurement is that the cost D should not depend on the lengths of the sequences. Therefore, a proper normalization of the total cost is necessary. For string matching, the problem has been addressed in [11] using normalized edit distance. However, it is computationally expensive. In practice, D/N p can be used to calculate the distance measure with a certain amount of normalization. Our first new simplified normalization measure D 1 is defined as:
where D 0 denotes the original total cost, i.e., D 0 =D min , with D min defined in (3).
For video sequence comparison, normalization of the total cost by the length of the path is essentially related to the number of shots since the length of the path is bounded between max(N R ,N T ) and (N R +N T ). Note that one video sequence with more shots does not necessarily imply it is longer than the other. However, in terms of video similarity measure, people are often interested in how long the two video sequences "overlap" instead of how many shots (or key-frames) are similar. In another word, if we have two pairs of dissimilar shots, it is reasonable to penalize the longer sequences more, compared with the other pair with relatively shorter durations. Therefore, the normalized edit distance proposed in [11] cannot be directly applied here since it is only penalizes the lengths of sequences without considering the duration of each symbol. We present the second new distance measure to integrate both visual features and shot durations for video sequence comparison as follows:
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where L R (n) is the duration for n-th shot in R and L T (n) is the duration for n-th shot in T. It is easy to show that D 2 has an upper bound as follows:
This new distance measure D 2 combines both visual feature and time information. For applications that do not require strong temporal information, the distance measure D 1 can be used. While all the distances defined above can be used to measure the distance between two video sequences, the original total cost D 0 highly depends on the length of the path. For D 1 , the values are within the range of [0, 1] since the cost is normalized by the length of the path. However, to compare large video sequences, even if the two sequences are very dissimilar, the value of D 1 may still be very small because of the large length of the path. That makes it difficult to evaluate the variable-length comparisons or choose a suitable global threshold to identify videos. On the other hand, the value of distance measure D 2 is numerically stable and at the same time has good discrimination ability, as will be shown by the numerical results.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To show the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, a one hour movie (drama) is arbitrarily captured as a test example. The movie video is encoded in MPEG-2 in NTSC format with a frame rate of 29.97, frame size of 352x240, aspect ratio 4:3, and bit rate 3249kbps VBR. The video is then manually divided into several smaller clips (A'-G') as reference videos. Based on these reference video clips, MPEG-1 test video clips (A-G) are created with a frame rate of 24, bit rate 1411 kbps, aspect ratio 16:9, and a simple color correction. Therefore, totally 14 video clips are used in our tests. By applying shot detection algorithm on each clip, fourteen shot sequences are created. Dynamic programming is used to find the optimal alignment path. Three distance measures D 0 , D 1 , and D 2 are calculated and the results are shown in Table 1 , 2, and 3 respectively. Though the values on the diagonal are relatively small for all three distances, Table 1 shows that D 0 does relate to the number of shots. For example, all values in the fourth row and the fourth column in Table 1 are relatively large. That is because both shot sequences D and D' have more shots than the others. In practice, for example, if we get a distance measure 1.30, we cannot decide if the same content has been identified since that number might mean "similar" between long sequences but "dissimilar" between short sequences. The improved distance D 1 normalizes the cost by path. As we mentioned earlier, this measure is not consistent with human perception because temporal information is not considered. Hence, D 1 can be used when temporal information is not important for some applications. Table 3 shows the results for the proposed distance D 2 . As can be seen, the values are numerically stable (see (6) ) and provide a consistent normalization. In practical applications, a global threshold could be easily selected to identify the video. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a novel technique to identify video clips based on content. The algorithm operating on shot-level fully makes use of the temporal information. A video similarity model which combines both visual features and shot durations is presented. The nonlinear optimal mapping between the reference video and the test video is achieved by using dynamic programming. Experimental results show that the method is robust to frame rate conversion, histogram level editing, and compression format. In the presented framework, we develop new distance measures for video sequence comparison. The proposed video distances are numerically stable and consistent with human perception. Other potential applications and our future work include content based video retrieval among collections with high similarities and commercial breaks detection.
